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Abstract :

Background :  The  deep  southern  Madagascar  is  reputed  by  the  richness  of  its  marine
resources  thanks  to  the  existence  of,  among  others,  the  upwelling  system  and  the  large
continental shelf. The « deep south expedition » report in 2010 confirmed this situation. Yet,
shells and lobsters are overexploited. In 2014, creation of marine reserves was attempted to
restore lobsters’ stock and to improve fishermen’s livelihood as lobster fishery is one of their
major  source  of  income  but  they  have  refused  as  they  replied  meteorological  conditions
regulate naturally fishing effort in that region. Nevertheless, government policy may influence
the position of fishermen community that is well known as poor and vulnerable to climate
conditions.  

Methods :  To follow up with this governance analysis, another assessment was conducted
from may 20 to june 20, 2018. 390 fishermen in 13 fishermen villages in the Androy were
interviewed to ask their opinion on the creation of a marine protected area in that region. T
test was again used to compare the percentage of the « yes » and « no » answers. A deep
analysis of the current fishery governance and policy was carried out as well to find out if
there is a link between the decision taken by the fishery department and the responses from
fishermen community and their perception on the protection of the marine resources. 

Results : As result, this time, fishermen agreed as there is a significant difference between the
two groups of answers. In comparison with the « no » answer of the fishermen community in
2014, this situation brings us to analyze the factors that pushed them to finally accept. In fact,
Malagasy government gave fishing licences to 06 chinese vessels to operate from Morombe,
northern Toliara, to Fort-dauphin, south east Madagascar in december 2017. This situation
contributed to negatively impact fishermen’s livelihood. Fishermen with the support of NGOs
launched petitions against that decision but in vain. That was the main reason that pushed
fishermen community to  finally  agree on the protection  of the deep southern Madagascar
marine resources. 

Conclusion : In spite of meteorological conditions, government policy influences the position
of fishermen community. Their favourable position on the protection of the marine resources
in may-june 2018 is  mainly  due to  the fishery department  decision that  having conceded
licences to chinese fishing vessels to operate in their fishing zone and not just because they
are totally convinced that it is needed as it was the case in 2014. In conclusion, in a poor area,
fishermen look at their survival before protection of marine resources. It is recommended to
Government and NGOs to take into consideration the socioeconomy of fishermen community
when taking decision and elaborating policy. 
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